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Tikkun Olam Artist Statement 

According to Jewish Mystic traditions, when Gd created the universe, he placed his best attributes, in the form 

of sparks of light, into clay vessels.  When Adam and Eve ate from the Tree of Knowledge, the vessels 

shattered and Gd’s sparks were scattered across the universe. It is therefore upon each of us, to wander the 

world and do good works, and in so doing, we gather the sparks of good back together, and restore the world 

to its initial wholeness, purity and well-being. These actions are called “Tikkun Olam,” repairing the world. 

For the past year I have been wandering the nature preserves, trails and by-ways near my CT home, gathering 

images of native growth and wetlands, as well as roadside plantings and cultivated gardens. I make numerous 

proof prints in order to curate images that make sense as a series, creating piles of "rejects," images that did 

not meet a certain photographic standard as a whole,  in the process. It bothered me that I was generating so 

much trash, concurrent with using photography to call attention to environmental issues such as invasive 

growth and disappearing water sources.   

I began rescuing and reusing the best details of my throwaway work, by ripping the paper proofs, and 

recombining the pieces into new compositions. I’m using golden metallic thread, the "sparks," to sew the 

pieces together. This process has afforded me a path for breaking away from the strict documentary and 

representational nature of photography, to create new and unexpected, abstract composite images. It has also 

provided me an intentional way to incorporate Tikkun Olam, into my photographic practice.  In exploring these 

special places, gathering images of nature,  and sewing together fractured detail, color and  forms , I am 

performing my own artistic ritual of repairing the world, making it whole again, enhanced with sparks of light and 

purpose.   
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